Make Adverbs from Adjectives

Change the adjectives to adverbs by adding the suffix -ly.

1) glad
2) loud
3) active
4) slow
5) brave
6) quiet
7) sharp
8) sad
9) bold
10) great

Name: __________________________
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Make Adverbs from Adjectives

Change the adjectives to adverbs by adding the suffix '-ly'.

1) glad
   2) loud
   3) active
   4) slow
   5) brave
   6) quietly
   7) sharply
   8) sadly
   9) boldly
  10) greatly

1) gladly
   2) loudly
   3) actively
   4) slowly
   5) bravely
   6) quietly
   7) sharply
   8) sadly
   9) boldly
  10) greatly